CASA
REMOTE
PILOTS
LICENCE

Become a Next
Generation
Pilot

What does this course involve?
The CASA Remote Pilots Licence (RePL) course is your first step into the
commercial and operational drone world. It is delivered face to face or through
our live virtual classrooms where our instructors will take you through the
aviation theory and at least 5 hours flight time on some of the latest RPAS
equipment in the industry.

What will I study?
With UAV Training Australia, we will guide you through the mandatory training
requirements to obtain your CASA RePL (Remote Pilots Licence) as well as extra
subjects to give you the required knowledge to succeed in the commercial drone
industry. You will learn subjects such as:
·Meteorology
·Human Factors
·Basic Aeronautical/Aviation Knowledge
·Airspace, charts and aeronautical publications
·Standard Operating Conditions and Procedures
·RPAS Electrical Systems and Components
·Automated Flight
In addition to these theory elements, you will also spend at least 5 hours
operating a number of drones under our instruction and guidance, ensuring you
can complete the minimum manoeuvres required to gain your RePL while also
giving you the skills to operate safely and efficiently in the drone industry.

Who is this course for?
Everyone! We have alumni all over Australia with varying backgrounds and
experience levels. Whether you have a wealth of aviation knowledge or have
never been in this industry before, our RePL course will give you the necessary
skills and qualifications to begin your career as a commercial drone pilot.
Age is absolutely no restriction; we have taught students in High School to
retirees wishing to gain a new life skill; it’s never too early or too late.

Why study with us?
At UAV Training Australia, we pride ourselves on going above and beyond to
ensure our students not only meet the CASA standards and requirements for
an RePL, we also ensure you develop the skills and knowledge to succeed as a
commercial drone pilot in this growing industry. Our instructors have a wealth
of aviation knowledge and experience in both teaching and real world RPAS
operations, ensuring you are trained to the highest of standards.

Need more info? Call us on 1800 776 902 or email
info@uavtrainingaustralia.com.au

